6475 City West Parkway
Eden Prairie, MN
55344 USA

1329 Moffett Park Drive
Sunnyvale, CA
94089 USA

December 2, 2005

Product Discontinuation Notice
Dear Valued Customer/Partner:
We are pleased to inform you that MIL-S1600T and MIL-S2400T will become an End-of-Life item and it will be
replaced by next generation switches MIL-S16002TG and MIL-S24002TG
MILAN Technology will officially supersede the following models:
MIL-S16000TUS,
MIL-S16000TUK,
MIL-S16000TEU
MIL-S24000TUS,
MIL-S24000TUK,
MIL-S24000TEU
Direct Replacement:
The new MIL-Sxx002TG unmanaged switches will receive two new SFP Combo slots for optical or copper flexible
connectivity. This will largely improve the functionality of a switch. The users will be able to use Milan’s MIL-SFP-xxm,
Transition’s TN-SFP-xx SFP modules or any MSA approved SFP modules.
Replacement Product Cross-Reference Matrix
Old Part Number
New Part Number
MIL-S16000TUS,
MIL-S16002TGUS,
MIL-S16000TUK,
MIL-S16002TGUK,
MIL-S16000TEU
MIL-S16002TGEU
MIL-S24000TUS,
MIL-S24002TGUS,
MIL-S24000TUK,
MIL-S24002TGUK,
MIL-S24000TEU
MIL-S24002TGEU
MIL-SM2401M-STK is the closest functional replacement for the MIL-Sxx000T switch. The pricing remains
unchanged. The list price will remain at USD 899.00 for Mil-S16002TG and 1,299.00 for MIL-S24002TG
Final Orders:
MILAN Technology cannot accept any more orders for the discontinued models. All RMA requests, for products in the
inventory at the date of this letter, must be made within thirty (30) days from the date of this letter. Therefore, it is
imperative that you carefully review your requirements.
Closing:
In summary, the added SFP slot improves the functionality of a switching solution. The new switches can now be
connected to the network directly over a fiber optical connection. Please note that if you currently have open orders
with above discontinued product, the orders should be converted to the appropriate Replacement products listed
above.
Should you have any questions please contact your sales representative.
Sincerely,
Transition Networks & MILAN Management Team
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www.transition.com
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